School Parliament Minutes
School parliament Date: 24-3-21
Present: (Highlight if absent)
Kookaburra- Oscar and Frieda
Kingfishers- Harry and Sophie
Toucans-Ruben and Ayla
Parrots- Arabella and Honor
Penguins-Ted and Rahlou
Swans-Harley and Rosina
Flamingoes-Willow and Jessica
Puffins-Lewis and Millie
Owls-Wilhelm and Sophia
What we discussed:
● Mrs Deamer asked and answered some points from our last meeting:
1. Hopefully some clubs will start soon after Easter.
2. Are all classes now having a chance to do the daily mile?
Everybody said that they were getting lots of daily mile time.
● We had a discussion based around Mr Raraty’s task to children to
think about what their ideal school looked like.
● Kookaburras-Would like a choosing club and a football club and
would also like a fairground.
● Kingfishers-Thought an Easter Egg hunt would be fun. They would
also like more bins in the playground and more clubs.
● Toucans-Were excited by the idea of different science clubs because
they find science really fun.
● Parrots- were interested in the idea of class pets, they thought this
would be a better idea than a zoo or farm as the class could look after
the pet in the holidays and weekends.
● Penguins- This class really love art and talked about how they would
love to do more art at school and maybe even have an art studio.
● Swans- This class had compiled a huge wish list including, a petting
zoo, zip wire, trampolines, more picnic tables in the playground, bean
bags in the library, a healthy tuck stall and a ‘yes day’ where everyone
in the school has to say yes to everything.
● Flamingoes- Would like to make core value posters to go in the
display case in front of the school. They felt it would be a great way of
introducing our core values to visitors. They also really enjoyed Mr
Raraty’s photography challenge and would like a photography club.
● Puffins-Would like a candy floss machine in the playground.
● Owls- Are looking forward to a time when we can have a cookery club
again.

● We then had a general discussion thinking about how some ideas
might or might not work.
● Another idea came out of these discussions: The children discussed
how they really wanted to see other people in the school both
children and adults. They understood that bubbles could not be
mixed up and looked forward to a time when things get back to
normal. The older children explained to Year One that we used to see
each other in the playground and in assemblies. They wondered if
different teachers could come and teach some different lessons to
them. At first this could be on google classrooms and then in real life.
They wanted lessons on things that are not always taught in school
and decided it would be really interesting if the teachers could
introduce their hobbies in lessons.
● The children also wanted to celebrate the adults in the school and
wondered if there could be a teacher of the week.
Any action to be taken:
Mrs Deamer to give the minutes of the meeting to Mr Raraty and the other
teachers.

